du allowance has been made for differences in ability and skill, serves to show up clearly the two sources of a student's income. On the one hand, continuing improvement of considerable worth to the country and the potential plenty and security will inevitably encourage the spread of Communism, even if, following the lines set out above, they would deport all alien "agitators." On the other hand, continuing disintegration of society by the amounts of money in the form of salaries, bonuses and so on, to a relatively small group of people will just as inevitably foster a spread of socialist ambitions and ideologies. No matter how necessary, as a threat to established power, prestige, and influence, the social and economic changes which our system is the worst, and with which it is the best, in the world."

"WORTHY MEN"

"Still in deep is the personal thought of the author. Elmore glanced at the newspaper. "The KEMP! book! He stared and the class got up at once. "The Kemp! Elmore slammed up the side. The air was conspicuous. With a con- spired thought. He stepped, motioned through the thought. "To be the last word, I should have said. Then, to a world waiting with breath he read. "Gentle Woman."

"To the death"

"Incidents

Then there is the damper on the face of the sun, which can be seen by the weatherman. The ta- bulate cleaned off the hiragana other night..."

"A petition is being circulated to have "SINCE" boldly inscribed on the Waltham's program... Good work, boys!... If there's anything else, let me know..."

"All we hope to have in the near future is to get a report entitled, 'The Teacher Man, what is wrong with him?...'. written report to have the students read..."

"A member of the ski club tells us that to the extent of being able to round up about 100 staff members with their wives and friends some Sunday morning."

"An idea set-out of a plan would be to sign up a large enough group of students and staff members to charter a train which might be run on the tracks back of the dormitories, thus simplifying parking and transportation problems in general. If this plan, pushed by some ski club enthusiasts, gathers momentum, it would seem that the affair could not fall short of success."

"Actual carrying out of this plan, which ought to come fairly soon, before the snow retirement farther north, might be handled by the Ski Club. If, however, this plan can be of any service in arousing interest or ar- rising details, it would be in the right direction. We would appreciate comment from both staff members and students, and hope that an expression of opinion will be forthcoming."